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Human capital is our most precious
resource. Collective thinking and
working produces better ideas. Better
ideas produce more innovation. More
innovation produces more leadership,
customers, brand approval and
ultimately success. Our potential
partners are all around us. They are
local companies, non-profits, experts,
entrepreneurs, advocates and civic
leaders. They need us and we need
them. It’s mutually beneficial to
combine our resources and collaborate
for better work.



UNDERSTANDING  THE  VALUE

OF  COLLABORATIVE

ECOSYSTEMS  

A brief introduction to A Better Africa 
 
A Better Africa is a collaborative
ecosystem to those in education across
the sub-Saharan continent. This vision of A
Better Africa has been to create a
collaborative digital environment where
ways to improve education are constantly
explored. 
 
While the concept of profile-driven
directory systems is fairly new in Africa,
we’ve spent the last couple of years
refining the platform and finding ways to
ensure that it drives value. 
 

A Better Africa Holding (PTY) LTD is social
enterprise that explores ways to engage
people and entities within the broader
ecosystem in ways that scale impact in
education.

Current customers and conversations
include focus areas such as learning
communities for Early Childhood
Development practitioners, the impact on
schools through business partnerships,
Early Hearing Detection and Intervention
including the support for Deaf Schools,
Grade 3 and 4 literacy, the delivery of
containers to remote areas, ensuring the
delivery of better education, where A
Better Africa's role is regional
collaboration. 
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THE  PEOPLE  AND  THE

KNOWLEDGE  SHARING

INSIGHTS  

The platform is locally hosted with high
levels of security and privacy.

Directors include;
Janice Scheckter, Founder and CEO, A
Better Africa Holdings (PTY) LTD.
Scelo Mbonambi, Executive Director,
Trustee on the Plennergy Trust, change
maker in the education space, social
cohesion and collaborative education
specialist.
Roger Dickinson, Non-executive Director,
social entrepreneur and Ali Fellow (Aspen
Institute).
Ann Baret, Non-executive Director, MD
Team Dynamics, corporate team coach,
consciousness coach.

 
A

The premise on which A Better Africa
was built 
There are many admirable programs
driving impact in education, but most
operate in silos. This means that
information, knowledge, learnings, best
practice and more, are not broadly
shared. We're currently highly reliant on a
group of laboratories across the world to
find the COVID-19 vaccine. In 2003, after
the pneumonia-like virus was identified
coming out of the Guangdong province in
China, it took 11 collaborating laboratories
across 9 countries just one month to
isolate the pathogen and create the
vaccine. That’s what we mean when we
talk about knowledge sharing. 
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UNDERSTANDING  THE

ECOSYSTEM  

Projects often have an ecosystem with
multiple disciplines and organisations.
These may include public sector, private
sector and non-profits, for example. 

Breaking down the silos and finding cross-
functional, cross-institutional and multi-
disciplinary engagement is where
collaborative magic can start to flourish.

A Better Africa's design and functionality
facilitates this, through a structure of
public and private profiles, with discussion
tools, document filing systems, video and
photo sharing and more.  

The diagram above shows a sample
ecosystem, where multiple profile types
are created across the stakeholder
groups. Mobile apps can be created and
full branded for a specific project, while
linked to relevant profiles in the
ecosystem. 
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FUNCTIONALITY  FOCUSSED

ON  COLLABORATION  

A bundle of tools available across any
ecosystem, allow for knowledge
management, appropriate knowledge
sharing, collaborative ideation and more 
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LEARNING  NEVER  STOPS

Who is A Better Africa for?
Adult learning programs
Bursary programs
Collaboration groups
ECD
Educators
internship programs 
Learning groups (complementing LMS)
Professional development
Public Private Partnerships
Schools
Support programs
Tertiary institutions and programs
Work readiness programs

CONTACT DETAILS
www.a-better-africa.com
janice@a-better-africa.com
scelo@a-better-africa.com

What are the services offered?
We help you design your ecosystem and
the purpose behind building this
community. We develop roadmaps of how
to build, curate, learn, evolve and keep
building. We help you understand the
dynamics of community engagement and
can either share that knowledge or
manage the community on your behalf. 

What does it cost?
A Better Africa offers subscription that
starts at $20 per month for an
organisation, increasing as the
collaborative group structure needs to
grow. ECD centres, School and University
profiles are free-of charge. 
 


